
HTR Software Updates March 20, 2014 
 

The four main programs have various minor updates. The HTR-Tablet version adds a new screen 
and gets its first update since 2013. All latest versions now dated "March 20, 2014" 
 

All Programs 
 

 The AML (Adjusted Morning Line) was expanded to 80/1 (see page-3). 
 The UL (UnLucky) rating was updated (see page-4). 

 

Price Scan 
The "Price Scan" screen as found in HTR-Tour and HTR-Tablet has been updated and enhanced. 
You'll notice a more concise set of information, though almost everything remains from the 
previous version.  Columns and comments have been streamlined for more clarity.  The AML 
was added to both sides of the screen. The screen can be sorted by the (K) or KAT by pressing 
the <K> key on the keyboard.  
 

The Price Scan screen (only) will sometimes display a "$+" or "$$+" for some horses. The "+" 
indicates the horse has an AML of  6/1 - 15/1 and a KAT rating greater than 5. This is a prelude 
to a possible new longshot spot play that will be added in a future version. The current "$" and 
"$$" remain unchanged throughout HTR. 
 

HTR-Tablet 
The tablet version adds the same "Systems" screen as found in HTR2.  In addition, the "Price 
Scan" screen has been remodeled.   AML is now available on multiple screens.  
 

HTR2 
No major changes except to the UL and expanded AML mentioned above. You can toggle 
between the MLO and AML by pressing the <A> key on the Program Screen and HTR Screen.  
We will update the export (HX44) in June with user requests. 
 

HTR_Tour 
Price Scan screen updated (see above).  AML added to the main screen, section II in place of 
MLO (there was not enough room for both).    The Ultimate Longshot List has an option to use 
AML line instead of MLO for filtering the list.  
 

MaxVel (Maximum Velocity) 
No major changes, just a few touch ups and minor bug fixes.   
 

Robot3 
Range Filters 
The Odds Range has been expanded to include all possible AML numbers. The full spread of the 
AML test results is found on the LEARN MORE test report.   With the change to the UL rating, 
the statistical results will be different than previous for UL rating and the Blank (neither UL or 
Luck).  For a wider elimination factor, consider using AML range  > 30/1  (see page-3).  
 
 
 
 


